In an elaborate category-rating task the subject is provided with a limited number of ordered response categories and is instructed to place that stimulus o f a series with the lowest subjec tive magnitude into the lowest category available and that stimu lus with the highest subjective magnitude into the highest. The subsequent stimuli of the series are to be placed into the categories in between, according to the sensational strength the stimuli evoke. Thereby, use of the response categories should be made such that their subjective width is equal. These instructions require the respondent to m ap subjective differences into response differences; therefore it seems appropriate to assum e the category scale to be an interval scale.
In a magnitude estim ation task, on the other hand, no response categories are provided; instead, the subject is instructed to choose numbers for the stimuli o f a series such that the ratios of the numbers correspond to the " ratios" o f the subjective magni tudes of the stimuli o f that series. Because magnitude estim ations demand the m apping of subjective " ratios'1 into ratios o f number, it seems natural to assum e that magnitude estimation scales are ratio scales.
This assum ption, however, is justified only if the respondent to a magnitude estim ation task follows instructions and form s number ratios in correspondence to subjective "ra tio s. 1 In a category-rating task, equivalently, an interval scale will result only if the subject forms differences o f subjective values and projects these into the equally spaced response categories. Both assum ptions cannot be tested directly since, in a direct scaling task, only the category or magnitude scale values as such are given and not the corresponding difference and " ratio" judgm ents on which the direct judgm ents are thought to be based internally.
Facing this situation, it is the initial aim o f this article to determine empirically the scale properties o f category-rating and m agnitude estim ation scales by testing whether or not judges behave properly, i.e., according to the implicit difference and " ratio" instructions, respectively. A group o f measurement theo retical models will be outlined (Orth, 1979 (Orth, , 1982a )-one for the category-rating scale, one for the magnitude estimation scale, and one for the relationship between the two. These models provide testable axiom s and consequences for whether or not individual subjects in the two direct scaling tasks base their judgm ents on difference and ratio operations, respectively.
The subsequent aim o f this article is concerned with practical conclusions. Interest in distinguishing scale types and specifying diverse levels o f m easurement (Stevens, 1946 (Stevens, , 1951 is motivated primarily by considerations with regard to adm issible com puta tions on variables o f specific characteristics. Suppes and Zinnes (1963) have coined the problem connected herewith " the problem of m eaningfulness." In application, o f course, meaningfulness is often disregarded. M oreover, with regard to the long-standing " undermeasurement controversy" (A cock and M artin, 1974) it has repeatedly been argued that the level o f measurement o f a scale is secondary if undermeasurement does not affect the size of relevant indexes com pared to " proper" measurement (e.g., Allerbeck, 1978) . This inductive argumentation, however, overlooks the fact that suboptim al scale quality may result in misspecified substantial models because the form o f relations assumed between variables is dependent on the levels of measurement these varia bles provide. Therefore, the problem of how the quality of a scale affects the results o f substantive m odels must be coped with by analyzing estim ated coefficients and goodness of fit o f such m od els, and not by com paring single indexes.
In addressing this problem this article concentrates on multi variate analyses for which the appropriate level o f measurement is the interval scale property. As will be shown in the course o f this article, the theory o f m agnitude estim ation provides for a general m ultivariate judgm ent model (Saris et al., 1980a; C ross, 1982) . F o r category-rating scales no com parable model is available, since psychophysical and judgm ent relations for category-rating d ata are empirically uncertain because their form s are dependent on numerous contextual factors (see, for instance, Parducci, 1982) . Lacking a comprehensive theory o f categorical judgm ent and its contextual dependencies, the relationship between scale quality and results of estim ation can be studied, therefore, with regard to magnitude methods only.
Since magnitude estim ation theory was originally developed within modern psychophysics-i.e., with regard to the measure ment o f subjective magnitudes o f physical stimuli-the present study aims at com paring results of sensory psychophysical exper iments with those of attitude m easures. Thus, the two problems to which this article addresses itself are as follows: Do sensory and attitude scales o f direct judgments differ with regard to scale properties, and what are the effects these have on the fitting o f substantive models?
I shall proceed by giving answers to both of these questions by being concerned (1) with the measurement theoretical properties o f sensory and social judgm ent scales and (2) with the effects these measurement properties have on m ultivariate modeling. In par ticular, I describe first the category-rating and magnitude estim a tion m easurement structures, reporting the results of testing these structures in the following section. The remaining part o f the article is concerned with the effects scale properties o f magnitude scales have on the goodness of fit to substantive models. The conccpt o f multivariate psychophysics-sensory and social-is outlined, and following that, the results are described that were found when relating scale properties of individual scales with estimated param eters o f the models.
A CA TEGOR Y-MA GNITUDE MODEL I
deal with category-ratings first by outlining a measurement theoretical model for category-rating scales (Orth, 1979 (Orth, , 1982a (Orth, , 1982b Orth and Wegener, 1981) . R ecall that category-rating scales are deprived o f any straightforw ard validation of scale properties. It is, however, assum ed that subjects in a categoryrating task form differences of subjective values in order to be coherent with instructions that stress that the response categories should have equal-interval spacing and should be used accord ingly. If it is possible, therefore, to gather inform ation about whether or not subjects in fact form internal differences when responding on a category rating scale, the assum ption that the resulting scale is an interval scale is testable.
Accordingly, the category-rating model consists of two separ ate parts. In one of these, axiom s for difference form ation are specified, and these axiom s may be tested empirically with regard to judgments o f differences between pairs o f stimuli. It is assumed that these difference judgm ents map the pairs o f stimuli. It is assum ed that these difference judgm ents m ap the internal differ ence operations the subject is implicitly instructed to execute during category-rating judgm ents. A s a second component, the category-rating model incorporates a compatibility condition. By this condition a link is established between the indirect difference judgm ents and the direct category-ratings. Only if both are com patible can we be convinced that the difference judgm ents are indicative for the difference operations that are relevant for the category-rating judgm ents under study. Form ulating the category-rating model, the following nota tions are used:
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If A is a nonempty set, C a real-valued function on A and > d a binary relation on A X A, the relational structure [A, C, >dj js a category-raling structure if, and only if, for all a, b, c, and d in A the following two conditions hold:
is an algebraic difference structure.
(C2) Com patibility between > D and C holds; i.e.,
These two assum ptions are supplemented by a theorem (1C) and a consequence (2C):
(IC ) If {A , C ,^D| is a category-rating structure, the function C is unique up to linear positive transform ations; i.e., C is an interval scale. (2C) C = a + bD , where D is the scale to be constructed from the difference ju dgm en ts, and a, b < Re, a > 0 (R e= set o f real numbers).
Following the definition of an algebraic difference measurement structure by Krantz et al. ( 19 7 1 :1 5 1ff.) , this structure is comprised o f five axiom s: (1) weak ordering (i.e., transitivity and connected ness), (2) sign reversal, (3) weak monotonicity (or " weak condition on 6-tuples" in Block and M arsch ak's [I960] term inology), (4) solvability, and (5) an Archimedean axiom . A xiom s 4 and 5 are nontestable conditions, which, however, are " alm ost surely true in the psychophysical context" (Krantz, 1972: 186) . In contrast, axiom s I through 3 o f the algebraic difference structure are testable axiom s. A xiom s 1 and 2 are adequacy requirements for any method by which algebraic difference orderings ;> are obtained empirically (K rantz, 1972: 185) . A xiom 3 (weak monotonicity) is thus the main axiom o f an algebraic difference structure that remains to be tested empirically.
However, following Orth (1979 Orth ( , 1982a this study does not le s t w eak m o n o to n ic ity , b u t the s o -c a lle d q u a d r u p le condition (Block and M arschak, 1960). As Block and M arschak showed (1960: 112ff.) this condition implies weak monotonicity, though w eak m onotonicity does not imply the quadruple c o n d itio n . T h u s, the q u a d ru p le co n d itio n is a stro n g e r n e c e ssa ry c o n d itio n fo r an a lg e b r a ic d iffe re n c e stru c-ture to exist, and in empirical te stin g it is preferable to weak m onotonicity for a conservative e stim a te o f the amount of violations. F o r the ordering >d Qf the category rating model, the quadruple condition has the following form:
(CI.Q) ab^o C(j _ ac>D bd Inasm uch as only C I.Q is tested, an application of the categoryrating model is tested-not the complete model as such.
The com patibility condition C2 states that the rank order of difference judgm ents should coincide with the rank order of the numerical differences between the corresponding category-rating values if difference and category-rating judgm ents are to be com patible. If this condition is fulfilled empirically, the category-rating scale is an interval scale, given that the difference judgm ents do not violate the axiom s o f the algebraic-difference structure (C l). This statem ent is true due to Theorem 1C, which is a straight forward consequence of the representation and uniqueness theo rem of an algebraic difference structure (K rantz et al., 1971: 15Iff) ; the respective proof is given by Orth (1979: 68) .
The consequence 2C follows from Theorem 1C: Given the validity of C l and C2, both scales C and D are interval scales for the sam e set o f stimuli, and as such they are linearily related because interval scales are defined by the class of positive linear transform ations as permissible transform ations.
Turning to the magnitude estimation model, the situation looks quite sim ilar to that o f the category-rating model. In m agni tude estim ation, however, the respondents are instructed to make implicit ratio judgm ents instead o f difference judgm ents; there fore, the magnitude estim ation model provides conditions by which this assum ption can be tested empirically. M aking use of the following notations: The magnitude-estimation model is in close agreement with the category-rating model, but it applies to ratios instead of "differences." The correspondence o f the two m odels is due to the well-known fact that a difference representation may be represented by sev eral different numerical scales, one of these being a ratio represen tation of exponentially transform ed differences (K rantz et al., 1971: 152) . However, instead o f yielding an interval scale, a ratio representation o f differences is unique up to any power transfor m ation with positive constants; thus, the resulting scale is a logarithm ic interval scale, as stated in theorem 1M. The proof of that theorem is straightforw ard (Orth, 1979; 77) , and 2M is a testable consequence o f 1M, given that conditions M 1 and M 2 are fulfilled empirically.
By the sam e argum ents given above, the axiom o f weak monotonicity o f the algebraic difference structure for " ratios" may be replaced by the stronger quadruple condition o f Block and M ar schak (1960) , which has the form (M l.Q) abJ>Rcd -+ ac>R.bd within the context o f the magnitude estimation model. Finally, it should be noted that the magnitude estimation model may be extended to apply to cross-m odality matching and is, as such, an ingredient part of " relation theory," as proposed by Krantz(1972) and Shepard (1978) .
Note that the magnitude estim ation model proposes that mag nitude estim ation scales are logarithm ic interval scales, not ratio scales. This is opposed to Stevens's claim (1975) that magnitude estim ation scales, based on psychological " ratios", have ratio scale level being unique up to similarity transform ations (multi plication by a positive constant). It has been shown, however, that Stevens's claim is justified if the cross-modality matching system is taken into account, which involves several m agnitude scales on several reaction m odalities (besides numerical magnitude esti mates, e.g. sound, line, or force o f handgrip production). The cross-m odality system assum es that these scales are related to each other by power functions. Inasmuch as this is true, it is evident that the scales will be ratio scales if one o f the interscale functions is fixed to a constant exponent (K ran tz el a]., 1971: 165). By this restriction the m agnitude scales are free to vary only by multiplication with a constant, and this operation defines ratio scales.
However, one may doubt the usefulness o f nonrelative expo nents o f the cross-m odality matching system (Shepard, 1978) . Em pirically the exponents can be determined only in their rela tion to each other, and not by absolute size (C ross, 1974, 1982) . How then can the claim that m agnitude scales are ratio scales be validated other than by fixing one of the exponents arbitrarily?
The approach suggested here may be outlined as follows: Sup pose that for one and the sam e set o f stimuli the category-rating and the m agnitude estim ation models hold for a category-rating and m agnitude estim ation scale, respectively. The difference representation o f the category-rating scale C will thus be an interval scale and the ratio representation o f the magnitude esti mation scale M will be a logarithm ic interval scale. Therefore, ai (C + k ) and a2 M b are also difference and ratio representations for differences and ratios, respectively. From this it can be seen that if ai, az, b and k can be chosen such that ai(C + k) = a2 M b, then both transformed scales are ratio scales, because any solution o f the proposed interscale relation will determine uniquely the con stants b and k but not ai and az, the quotient o f which may be specified only. Thus, similarity transform ations on both sides of the interscale equation are perform ed, and this type of transfor mation characterizes ratio scales.
If a joint ratio scale along these lines should result, the follow ing assum ptions o f a joint caiegory-rating-magnitude-estimation model must be met empirically with regard to a category-rating scale and C and a magnitude estim ation scale M (K rantz et ai., 1971: 153) . Note that nondistinctiveness o f the difference and the ratio relations indicates that subjects are unable to distinguish between " differences" and " ratio s." That this is so empirically has been conjectured by Torgerson (1960 Torgerson ( , 1961 and has been provided with further empirical evidence, e.g. by Birnbaum (1982). The category-rating-magnitude-estimation model, however, proposes a two representations theory, according to which respondents are capable o f executing distinct difference and ratio operations. This point o f view is also taken, for instance, by M arks (1974) and Krantz (1972) .
The interlocking condition (C M 4), introduced by Krantz et al. (1971) , specifies how difference and ratio relations must be interrelated qualitatively in order to yield a com m on scale of two distinct representations. This condition is difficult to test empiri cally, however, and it is not considered in the subsequent parts of this article. Theorem s 1CM and 2CM are direct consequences of the results obtained by K rantzet al. (1971:158-163) ; see also Orth (1979: 85-87) .
This concludes the specification of the three axiom atic models for category-rating and m agnitude estim ation scales. I turn now to empirical data.
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PHYSICAL STIMULI
In this section the results o f testing the three axiom atic models with regard to sensory judgm ent scales are reported. For sensory scales the models have been tested before in one instance (Orth, 1982a) ; no use of multi m odality matching, however, was made in that study.
PROCEDURE
Eighteen social science students participated in the experiment. Their primary task was to evaluate the length of single straight lines as well as the relationship between two lines presented simultaneously. Thus, direct estimates and indirect, stimulus-pair judgm ents were assessed.
The stimuli that were presented to the subjects in individual experim ental sessions were nine lines o f a geometrically spaced series ranging from 1 to 31 cm in objective length. The lines were presented to the subjects horizontally on a monitor screen; they were shown in random order, each line appearing twice for every direct and indirect judgm ent task. In single stimulus presenta tions the lines were shown one at a time and a pair of lines was presented for the indirect judgm ents. Subjects were seated in front of the screen at about 2.5 m distance, such that their eyes leveled with the projected lines.
In front o f them the subjects had a keyboard device for making category and numerical magnitude responses as well as a turnable knob for adjusting sound production responses to be listened to over earphones. Sound was centered at f" = 3125 Hz and regulated by a sone taper potentiometer; the impulses appeared in a one second on-off rhythm, and their intensity could be adjusted from 36.5 decibels (db) to 100 db in steps o f 1/2 db. The knob for adjusting the tones was autom atically attenuated each time sub jects had chosen a response intensity.
Equipped with these devices subjects received training in mak ing magnitude judgm ents with numbers and sounds. When they reported that they understood the tasks, they were asked to give the following series o f judgm ents, differing in order: (I) numerical m agnitude estim ation (M E ) o f single lines; no response standard provided;
(2) sound production responses (S P ) o f single lines (without standard); (3) category-ratings o f single lines on a numerical nine-point scale labeled " sm all" and " large" at its endpoints; (4) pair-difference judgm ents o f all possible pairs o f lines; subjects were to express the differences on a num erical nine-point scale from " least different" to " m ost different"; (5) pair-ratio judgm ents of the pairs with num bers; instructions called for subjects to input that num ber (real num ber or decim al) by which m ultiplying the sm aller o f the two lines would give the longer one; (6) pair-ratio judgm en ts o f the pairs by sound ratios; in this case the subjects were instructed to equate the weakest producible sound with the sm aller line o f each pair and to choose thaL sound intensity for responding that seemed x limes as strong to them as the longer line exceeded the sm aller one.
RESULTS

Q uadruple Conditions
Recall that the three axiom atic models, first o f all, call for the testing of the algebraic-difference structures with a difference representation for the pair-difference judgm ents and a ratio representation for the pair-ratio estim ates. The crucial axiom regarding this is the weak monotonicity condition. In this study the som ewhat stronger quadruple condition (C l .Q and M 1 .Q) is tested. The mean percentages o f individual violations of the quadruple conditions are given in T able I, the left panel referring to the difference judgm ents, the middle panel to the ratio ju d g ments with numbers, and the right panel to the ratio judgm ents with sounds. The mean percentages of violations refer to those cases in which the antecedents of the quadruple axiom hold but the conclusion fails.
Obviously, more violations occur for difference com pared to ratio tasks. But interindividual variations o f results are quite considerable. Violations o f the quadruple axiom for sound ratios, for instance, varies from no violations at all to over 12% for different subjects. Before drawing any conclusions, therefore, regarding whether or not the measurement structures are fulfilled and to what extent this is so, interindividual differences will have to be considered with regard to all the testable conditions o f the three models. 1 will return to this issue later in this article.
Com patibility Conditions
The next assum ption to be tested with regard to the categoryrating and the magnitude estimation models is com patibility (C2 and M2). Com patibility is given if the rank order of the indirect judgm ents coincides with the rank order of the differences or ratios of the corresponding direct judgm ents. Table 2 exhibits the results of com puting the rank correlations; Kendall's r corrected forties was used. Each cell of Table 2 gives mean coefficients and, in parentheses, the standard deviations for the eighteen subjects. Abbreviations are as follows: D IF F -L L , differences o f physical line lengths; D IF F , difference judgm ents; D IF F -C A T , differen ces o f category-ratings; R A T -L L , ratios o f physical line lengths; R A T IO -N U , " ratio " judgm ents with numbers; R A T IO -SO , " ratio" judgm ents with sound; R A T -M E , ratios o f magnitude estimates; R A T -SP , ratios o f sound productions; R A T -M A G , ratios of the combined magnitude scale constructed by geometri cally averaging magnitude estimates and sound production responses for each individual.
TABLE 2
Mean R a n k Correlation Coefficients for "D iffe re n c e s" and " R a t io s " 
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The results most interesting to us are the rank correlations between D 1FF/ D1FF-CAT(= .764), between RATIO-NU / RAT-M E (= .517), and between R A T IO -S O /R A T -S P (= .560). All three values are substantial but lower than expected. Note, however, that the rank correlations between the involved responses and the differences and ratios of the physical line lengths are quite low also; one would not expect to find rank correlations between responses that exceed these correlations to any notable degree. Note also, that again there is considerable variation between individuals. A s will be shown later on, there is evidence that this variation is system atic in nature and that we have to consider the fact that subjects have different capabilities and are differently equipped to cope with difference and "ratio " tasks.
Linearity and Power Relations
Still being concerned with average results, I turn to the conse quences of the models, If the category-rating scales are interval scales, they should be related linearily to the one-dimensional scales o f differences such that C = a + bD . Scale D may be constructed by sm allest space analysis of the difference judgm ents (Schneider, 1982) . Conversely, if the magnitude estim ation scales are logarithm ic interval scales, these scales should form power function relationships with the one-dimensional scales o f the ratio judgm ents that result from sm allest space analyses: M = a R b. Fit ting the respective functions the mean correlation coefficients o f T able 3 result, Thereby the power relations are estimated by linearizations; it should be noted, however, that a M IN ISSAscale o f ratio judgm ents is based on a difference representation; therefore, the R-scales are transform ed exponentially and the functions log M = a + b R have been fitted instead o f log M = a + b log R (C om pare Schnieder et Orth, 1982a: 365) .
In T able 3 the following abbreviations are used: C is the category-rating scale and D the one-dimensional scale of differ ence judgm ents; M E and S P are the m agnitude estim ation and sound production scales, respectively; R nu is the M D S-scale of numerical " ratio" judgm ents and Rso the M D S-scale o f " ratio" judgm ents with sound intensities; M A G , finally, is the combined m agnitude scale constructed from geometric averaging o f re sponses in both m odalities. A s can be seen from T able 3 the goodness-of-fit values for the functions are quite high.
Interscale Relations
The testable theorem o f the join t category-rating-magnitudeestim ation model is the prediction o f the relationship betwen category-rating and m agnitude estim ation scales. This relation should be an additive power relation (C + k = aM b) under the assum ption that the difference operation > d and the " ratio" operation Hi* are distinct (1C M ), and it should be a logarithm ic relation (C = a + b log M ) under the assum ption that both operations are identical (1 C M *). According to the joint model the distinctiveness o f the differ ence operation from the " ratio " operation can be tested by com paring the rank order of differences o f the category-rating scale values with that of the corresponding ratios of the magnitude scale. We find that K endall's r is roughly .40 in mean value if the differences calculated on the category-rating scales are compared with the ratios o f the magnitude scales in the number and sound m odalities. In general we thus expect that the power relation between the direct category-rating and magnitude scales will yield a better fit than the logarithm ic relation. As can be seen from T able 4, this prediction is corroborated even though the goodness o f fit expressed as mean correlation coefficients for the (linear ized) additive power functions exceeds that for the logarithmic functions only slightly. The param eters of all interscale relations were estim ated by the iterative procedure o f Wegener and Kirschner(1981) . These authors as well as Wegener (1982b) gave evidence for the general applicability o f the power model in several thousands of scale com parisons in various dom ains. N O T E : b ts the m e a n e x p o n e n t o f the p o w e r r e la t io n fit; s t a n d a rd d e v ia t io n s In p a re n th e se s.
The second column of T able 4 may explain why superiority of the power model is sm all in the present case. In this column the mean values for the exponent b o f the power function relationship between category-rating and magnitude scales are listed. As can be seen, these estimates do not only differ for the two magnitude m odalities, the large am ount of individual variation is also note worthy. This points to the fact that a number of subjects yield a fairly sm all interscale exponent. In these cases a logarithm ic interscale relation might fit the d ata equally well. (See Wegener [1982b] for an explanation o f the form of the interscale relation as a function o f the ranges o f the scales related.) Therefore, even though in general the power form describes the interscale rela tionship more adequately, a logarithm ic relation may capture the relation o f both types o f scales equally well for some individuals. In terms of a general statem ent then we again have to consider interindividual differences before conclusions with regard to the interscale model can be drawn. Before this is done, however, we turn to the scaling o f attitudes in order to com pare the validity of the three axiom atic m odels in the sensory dom ain with that in the social domain.
SOCIAL STIMULI
PROCEDURE
Forty-six subjects of two age groups (16-35 years, 36 years and above) and three different levels o f school education were quotasam pled and were interviewed in their homes by professional interviewers. Primarily, they were asked to express their opinions toward sixteen occupations. The occupations were symbolized by respective titles and were chosen to cover the full range of the International O ccupational Prestige Scale by Treim an (1977), fem ale factory worker being the lowest and physician the highest profession of the set. The sixteen occupational titles had also been subject to a previous study in which occupational prestige was measured by a cross-section survey o f over 2000 respondents (being representative for the West Germ an population of 16 years and older) by category and magnitude methods (Wegener, 1982b) . In the present study the subjective prestige of the 16 occupations was measured also. In addition, subjects had to scale the social im portance and the average standard o f living asso ciated wtih the professions. However, only the prestige measures were designed for testing scale properties. For this purpose the 46 respondents were required to execute the following tasks:
(1) Category-rating o f prestige on numerical 9 -p o in t and a 20-point rating scales; tw o rating scales were used because different rating scales often yield different results (Parducci, 1982) . (2) Numerical magnitude estimations and magnitude " line production" o f prestige; in line production (L P ) respondents are asked to express relative ratios o f subjective intensities by drawing horizontal lines differing in length (see Wegener, 1980 Wegener, , 1982b , for details of procedure). (3) Difference judgm ents of prestige differences with regard to all possible pairs o f 9 o f the 16 occupations; a 20-point numerical rating scale was used for the subjects to indicate subjective differences; based on previous studies the 9 occupational lilies had been selected such that their prestige values were approximately evenly distributed over the total range o f the set of 16 occupations; all respondents judged the sam e 9 occupations (pairwise). (4) R atio judgm ents of prestige ratios with regard to the sam e pairs o f occupations; respondents were asked to give numerical estim ates o f subjective ratios.
Subjects were handed a booklet of form at 30 * 21 cm in which to m ake their responses. They were briefly trained in magnitude estim ation and line production by means o f sizes o f circles and seriousness o f offenses that were to be evaluated with the two reaction m odalities. The procedure had previously been tested and applied in a large series o f experim ents and field studies (Wegener, 1978 (Wegener, , 1979 (Wegener, , 1980 (Wegener, , 1982b Beck et al., 1979) .
RESULTS
Q uadruple Conditions
In Table 5 the mean percentages of violations of the quadruple conditions of the difference and ratio judgm ents are given. A com parison with Table 1 shows that these results are sim ilar to those for physical stimuli. On the average, more violations are encountered for the difference than for the ratio tasks but, in absolute terms, there are slightly less violations for difference and slightly more violations for ratio judgm ents in com parison to the sensory d ata sets.
Com patibility Conditions
The degree of com patibility o f difference judgm ents with category-ratings and of ratio judgm ents with magnitude responses is expressed in Table 6 
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M ean German prestige scale from the survey of over 2000 respondents (W egener, 1982b) Table 7 shows means o f correlation coefficients for fitting the category scales (both the 9-point scales [Cos] and the 20-point scales [Czo] ) to the scales constructed from the difference (D ) judgm ents (via one-dimensional M D S-solutions), as well as the results o f fitting the combined magnitude scale o f prestige (M A G ) to the one-dimensional scale of ratios (R ) . The values are slightly lower than the corresponding ones of T able 3 from the sensory dom ain, but they still express a high degree o f fit o f the functions.
Intcrscale Relations
Results with regard to estim ating the interscale relations and testing whether 1CM or 1C M * is valid are given in T able 8. A s in T able 4 the correlation R (pow ) and the exponent b for the addi tive power model and the correlation R (log) for the logarithmical .561 (.168) N O T E : S t a n d a r d d e v ia t io n s In p a re n th e se s.
interscale model are listed as mean values. Both the 9-and the 20-point category-rating scales were fitted to the combined m ag nitude scale M AG.
M ean values o f b and the variation over individuals suggest that the power functions for a number o f subjects have rather sm all exponents, and for these subjects a logarithm ic function may fit the data equally well. In spite of the good mean fit o f the interscale relations it is m andatory therefore to inspect interindi vidual variation closely before a general statement about the validity o f the joint model can be made. Sum m arizing the results of the testing of the three axiom atic models for social stimuli, it may be concluded that no striking difference in results was obtained in com parison to the study of sensory attributes. All goodness-of-fit index tested for are roughly identical in size in spite of the differences in stimulus kind, experimental set-up, and response modalities. This stability is especially noteworthy with regard to violations o f the quad ruple condition (Tables 1 and 5) , which is the main necessary condition for empirical tests o f the respective algebraic difference struc tures. In both studies, the pair-stim ulus judgm ents are in closer agreement with the measurement theoretical models for " ratio" than for difference tasks. Both studies, however, exhibit a large degree of variation o f individual results, and the question to be answered next is whether or not this variation is systematic in nature. If it is random the conclusion to be drawn is that the proposed m odels have no general applicability. However, if the interindividual differences reveal a consistent pattern with respect to specific groups o f subjects the models may be said to be valid but conditional on individual characteristics.
INTERIN DIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
On these lines it can be proposed that subjects differ in their abilities according to a simple fourfold table resulting from a 
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dichotom y o f " difference capability" and a dichotom y of " ratio capability." This gives four types of individuals, those who are good at difference and ratio tasks, those who are good only at ratio tasks and not at difference form ation, those who are good at differences and not good at ratios, and finally the individuals not good at either task. If this typology in fact mirrors personal differences in judgm ent consistently, we expect to find a group o f subjects having high score indexes on all the tasks executed, another group o f subjects scoring high only on tasks in which ratio form ation was asked for, a third group with high scores on differences-related tasks, and finally another group o f subjects with detrimental results in all instances. This psychological hypothesis-central to the controversy of " differences" versus " ratios" in direct scaling-was tested straight forwardly by means of a factor analysis o f the individual results of the com plete tests o f the axiom atic models over all subjects. Separate analyses were executed for each o f the two studies. In both cases two-factor solutions result, explaining 58% of the total variance in the sensory and 71% in the social stim ulus study. L oadin gs on the varim ax rotated factors clearly reveal a differ ence and a ratio factor for both data sets.2 Furtherm ore, dicho tomizing the factor scores o f both factors of the two sets at their median places each subject in one o f the cells of the fourfold table. In T able 9 the mean values o f the relevant indexes for the four groups of the prestige study are displayed, D IF F + /R A T IO + representing the group of positive " difference" and " ratio" cap a bilities, D IF F + /R A T IO -the group o f positive " difference" and negative " ratio" capabilities, and so on.
This classification displays the consistent pattern o f variation o f individual indexes, which is revealed by the two-factor solu tion: Subjects with positive " difference capabilities" produce bet ter indexes with regard to difference related tasks-low amount o f violations of the quadruple axiom , high correlations with regard to com patibility and fit of functions-than subjects with negative ''difference capabilities"; the sam e is true for " ratio type" subjects with regard to the respective indexes. A lso, a very similar pattern is found for the study of sensory stimuli. Therefore, we conclude that the three m odels do not fit the judgm ents of all subjects in the sam e way; rather, we have to distinguish different types o f capable individuals who consistently follow either " dif ference instructions" or " ratio instructions" or both, while a fourth group does not seem to be affected by either type of instructions at all. This result is o f im portance for the attem pt to develop a general theory o f direct judgm ent, and it sheds new light on the ratio-difference controversy in psychological measure ment (Birnbaum , 1982) .
The finding is equally im portant for applied research and substantive theory construction. In scaling subjective phenomena, not all respondents produce the sam e quality o f scales, and the individual levels o f m easurement vary with different abilities for perform ing direct scaling tasks. It is therefore objectionable to treat subjective scales with identical means o f analyses, even if the scales come from one and the sam e study. From a pragm atic point o f view, this conclusion, however, has im pact only if it can be dem onstrated that the quality o f a scale affects the outcom e o f substantive analyses. The remaining part of this article, therefore, is devoted to showing that level o f m easurement does in fact matter and that interindividual differences in scale quality must be taken into consideration when analyzing direct scaling data. . 73 . 62 . 59 . 52 .61
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M UL TIVA RIA TE FS YCHOPH YS1CS
MA GNITUDE MEASUREMENT The model to study the effects that different levels of measure ment have on substantive param eters is outlined in Figure I , repre senting the general psychophysical judgment model (Saris et al., 1980a; C ross, 1974 . The model is applicable whenever magnitude measurements o f subjective phenomena are involved irrespective of whether the stimuli are sets of physical or social entities. In order to see why this is so, a brief glance at psycho physical theory is called for.
Psychophysics is the study of the relationships between physi cal intensities and the strength of perceptual im pressions asso ciated with these. In literally thousands of experiments it has been confirmed that this relation has a power function form if the physical entities are measured in energy values and if strength of Rj = # J ej [2] In these form ulae S, sym bolizes the vector o f physical intensi ties o f m odality i, Rj is the vector of magnitude responses on reaction modality j, and 'P indicates the vector o f associated sensations. All three vectors have the same number of elements, depending on how many distinctive stimuli are presented. Both equations, of course, may be expressed in linear form based on the following definitions: yj = log Rj; t) -log¥; t, = log e,; £ = log e*; x; = log Sj Instead of equations 1 and 2, we then have In its sim ple form the model of Figure 2 assum es correlations between three latent variables o f occupational cognition: prestige of occupations, the standard of living associated with occupa tions, and the social im portance ascribed to the occupations. The concepts o f these three variables have received som e attention within the functionalistic theory of stratification since the influen tial work of D avis and M oore (1945). The respective empirical studies(e.g. Reiss, 1961; H odgeet al., 1964 ,1966 Treim an, 1977) have made use of averaged category-rating scales o f occupational attitudes, and they yield stable correlations between different aspects o f judged occupations and a rem arkable intersocietal and intrasocietal agreement. It has been argued that both results are m ethodological artifacts (C oxon and Jones, 1978; Wegener, 1979) due to the crude scaling methods and aggregation strategies used. In the study o f occupational cognition reported here, how ever, bim odal sensory-m odality matching with numbers and lines was used for the assessm ent of the indicator variables, assum ing 60 LINES NUMBERS LINES NUMBERS LINES NUMBERS that, com pared to category-ratings, a more veridical measure ment is achieved.
CA T E G O R Y M E A S U R E M E N T
In contrast to magnitude scales, category-rating scales cannot be used as indicator variables within the general psychophysical judgm ent model or its extensions. The model specifications assum e power relations between all involved observable and lat ent variables, and this assum ption rests on well-corroborated empirical evidence for magnitude measurement only. With regard to category-rating scales, conversely, the forms of the stim ulus-response functions, the psychophysical functions (e.g., ki in Figure 1 ), and the judgm ent functions (e.g., m¡ and m* in Figure 1 ) are inherently unstable and dependent on numerous contextual conditions (see, for instance, Parducci, 1982). It is for this reason that, in contrast to Stevensian psychophysics, research on category measurement capitalizes on contextual effects, in addition to the response procedures, in order to seek lawful relationships between both (com pare Birnbaum , 1982: 407; Wegener, 1982a: 29-33) . In spite o f impressive progress in that direction (Birnbaum , 1982: 427-449) , what Luce and Galanter had deplored alm ost 20 years ago is still true-namely, that a " sophisticated theory of categorical ju d g m e n t. . . which defines a scale of sensation that is invariant under the various experimental m anipulations" is not available (Luce and Galanter, 1963: 268) . Given the diversity o f sources for possible variations of the cate gory scale any type o f monotone function interrelating stimuli, true scores, and responses is conceivable. In com parison with m agnitude measurement, therefore, category measurement is lacking a rationale for choosing a homogeneous type of function on which to base multivariate judgm ent models.
Facing this discrepancy of the levels of theorizing with regard to the two kinds o f m ethods, it is not feasible to assess the effects the scale properties of category-rating scales have on the results of substantive analyses with regard to individual subjects. If, how ever, for individual respondents, category scales can be fitted to magnitude scales satisfactorily-in accordance with the interscale relation of 1CM -it may be assum ed that the respective psycho physical and judgm ent functions, as well as scale properties, are identical for both types of scales. Therefore, the effects scale quality has on substantive estim ation may be inferred to be identical for both in these instances. We are left without such information, however, in all remaining cases.
Considering this lim itation, in the section to follow the results o f fitting the outlined judgm ent models to the magnitude d ata are presented, and the relationship between measurement theoretical properties of the judgm ental indicators and estim ated model param eters is analyzed. Both the sensory and the social d ata sets are studied.
LEVEL OF MEASUREMENT AND MODEL FIT PHYSICAL STIMULI
For each of the 18 individuals of the line-length study, a M IM IC model (Figure 1 ) with two indicators (numerical magni tude estim ation and sound production) and one exogenous vari able (line-length stimuli) was fitted using Joeresk o g and Soerbom's (1978) Analysis o f Linear Structural Relationships (L IS R E L ). Note that in this application o f the method the number of obser vations equals the number of stimuli, and this number is quite sm all in the present case. According to M onte Carlo experiments (Boom sm a, 1982) , however, the m axim um likelihood estimates that are approxim ately unbiased for large sam ples seem to be unbiased for sm all sam ples as well. In com putation, however, sm all sam ple sizes increase the risk o f no convergence and also the probability o f im proper solutions giving negative estim ated uni que variances. Keeping these difficulties in mind, L IS R E L can be used for the error-free estim ation o f psychophysical and ju d g ment functions if the number o f stimuli is sm all.3 M oreover, the method allows for tests of psychophysical judgm ent models for each individual separately. (Stevens and Galanter, 1957) . N ote that the present com putation averages param e ters o f individuals whereas the usual psychophysical procedure averages response scores. In T able 10 mean factor loadings of standardized solutions o f the input and output variables are given, and it can be seen that these values are highly satisfactory.
After the simple M IM IC models were fitted to the d ata sets of the 18 subjects the following procedure was chosen to test whether or not scale quality has an effect on the estimated param e ters. Fo r all subjects the relevant indexes o f the measurement theoretical analyses were treated as independent variables in mul tiple regression analyses, with the estimated individual parameters of the model fitting as dependent variables. Thus, the main inde pendent variables were (a) percentages o f violations o f the quad ruple axiom s, (b) rank correlations with regard to the com patibil ity conditions, (c) goodness-of-fit measures with regard to the power relations between the magnitude scales and the scales of " ratio s," and (d) goodness-of-fit m easures of the power interscale relations,4 These independent variables were used to predict the indicators' factor loadings of the standardized solutions and the standard errors of estim ates as well as the deviations of the product exponent k| • M k from the " theoretical" value o f 1.6 , which is to be expected when line length is matched by loudness (see Stevens and G uirao, 1964) . In T able 11 the multiple correla- tion coefficients resulting from these regression analyses are given. As can be seen, the predictions are very good; that is, there is an impressive influence on the model param eters by the scale qualities the individuals produce. Inasmuch as the indicator scales are (log-) interval scales, factor loadings o f the stan dard ized solutions increase and standard errors of estimates decrease and, in addition, the estim ations o f exponents agree more closely with psychophysical predictions.
S O C IA L S T IM U L I
Are these effects also observable with regard to social judgm ent scales? In order to answer this question the d ata sets o f the occupational evaluation study were used and the model of Figure  2 was fitted to the m agnitude scales o f judged prestige, standard o f living, and social im portance for each o f the 46 subjects of that study. In accordance with psychophysical assum ptions the \ -coefficients for lines were fixed at 1.0 (the variances of the three construct variables were left unstandardized). Since this model yielded poor fit for quite a number of individuals, five additional versions were tested alternatively in order to account for the possibility of correlated error variances o f identical indicator m odalities. Including the original model as model 1 these were the following: The results o fth e se 6 *4 6 analyses o f the individual's covariance m atrices are shown in T able 12. In its left panel Table 12 gives the summed x 2 values and the summed degrees o f freedom over all subjects for each of the six tested models. The evaluation of results is based on the differences o f x 2 values and degrees of freedom o f sequentially com pared pairs of m odels (Bentler and Bonett, 1980) , On these lines model 4 is the best-fitting average model since the im provement in x 2 ¡s-relative to the corres ponding degrees o f freedom and in com parison to the other five N O T E : X 2 a n d d f s u m m e d o v e r all s u b je c ts (le ft p a n e l) a n d s u m m e d o v e r s u b j e c t 's best m o d e ls o n ly (r ig h t p a n e l).
m odels-greatest for that model. This need not be so for each individual, however. If one chooses that model for which the fit is best relative to each subject (terming it the " best m odel" for that subject) the right panel of T able 12 results. 5 We see that 16 subjects have model 4 as their best model, and the remaining subjects yield the best fit with one of the other five models. Considering only the best models, the summed and d f values indicate again that model 4 has the best fit; but for those individu als Tor which one o f the other models is the best model, individual param eter estim ation should be based on those models.
M odel 4 is that model in which the correlations between error variances o f the line indicators are constrained to the sam e value; the respective correlations between number indicators are left unconstrained. Because of this restriction it is quite plausible that model 4 turns out to be the best-fitting model for all subjects as well as with regard to the individually best models. As will be remembered from an earlier section of this article, respondents of the occupational cognition study were to make their responses in a booklet; it is conceivable that the form at o f that booklet (with a paper width o f 30 cm) influenced the line responses to the three scaling tasks for each individual in the sam e manner. This influ- 922 . 158 .977 . 180 .910 . 133 .874 . 318 .969 .291 ence seems to be responsible for the identity o f correlations of error variances between the individuals' line vectors. Estim ated from subjects' best models, the mean factor loadings o f the standardized solutions o f Table 13 result. The factor load ings o f the six indicators are quite high com pared to the values to which attitude researchers are accustom ed. Fo r sim ilar results, see Saris et al. (1980b) and Saris (1981). 6 Next, the question o f how level of measurement influences the goodness o f fit and individual param eters of the models is consi dered. The procedure here parallels the analysis o f the line-length study: The m easurement theoretical indexes that relate to the m agnitude scaling of occupational prestige (violations o f axiom s, com patibility, power relation fit, and goodness of fit o f the power interscale relation) enter multiple regression analyses as inde pendent variables in order to predict several model parameters. Am ong these are the probability level for rejecting the fit of the specific model, the factor loadings o f the standardized solutions of indicators, and the standard errors of estim ate with regard to coefficients. In line with psychophysical reasoning we also predict the am ount of deviation from 1.0 o f the individual A-coefficients for numbers; the exponent (i.e., the A-coefficient) for numerical m agnitude estim ation should be unity since the corresponding Stand, e r r o r lines . 509 .619 Stand, e r r o r n u m b e r s . 610 .758 |i.o -M
. 606 .762 exponent for line production has been fixed to 1.0 in the model specification.
The results o f these multiple regression analyses are shown in T able 14 by giving the respective multiple correlation coefficients. The left o f the two colum ns consists of the coefficients based on all subjects' best models; the right column gives the results of analyses based on subjects having model 4 as their best model only. Even though the multiple correlation coefficients are som e what lower than those o f the line length study (Table 11) , the results convincingly dem onstrate the effects that scale properties have on param eters estim ation in attitudinal models.
CONCLUSIONS
In sum m arizing, the main results o f this research may be stated thus: (1) In direct scaling it seems that category-rating scales yield interval scales and m agnitude estim ation scales yield logarithm ic interval scales. This is so, however, only if one considers different types of ju dges. N ot all subjects are equally capable of coping with the two m ethods; rather, we have to distinguish "category type" subjects and " m agnitude ty p e" subjects. F o r those subjects, however, who conform to both groups and who produce the required level of measurement from both kinds o f tasks caLegory-rating scales and magnitude scales may be transformed into ratio scales and, moreover, the relation between the two kinds of scales is of an additive power form. These findings are in agreement with Krantz's (1972) and Shepard's (1978) "relation theory" as well as with the category-magnitude models of Orth (1982a). In addition, this article validates the claim that the results apply regardless of whether sensory or social judgments arc studied. (2) When based on the general psychophysical judgment model magnitude scales give highly satisfactory results in multivariate modeling. These results parallel the findings of Saris et al. ( 1980a) and of Saris (1981) . There is evidence, however, for a strong relationship between the goodness of fit and estimated coefficients of these multivariate models and the levels of measurement of the indicator variables. Again, these results apply to psychophysical scaling and to the scaling of attitudes as well. (3) For category-rating scales no parallel assessment of the effects scale properties have on substantive analyses is feasible, due to the unsystematic nature of psychophysical and judgment functions with regard to these scales. Clearly, research on magnitude scaling techniques has progressed farther, compared with that on categorical judgment, and this situation is reflected in the possibility of formulating individual judgment models for magnitude measurement and of validating these empirically while judgmental processes related to categorical measurement must still be explored.
The m ost im portant conclusion to be drawn from these find ings is that any attem pt to classify "types of subjective scales" by types of direct scaling methods has am biguous results. From the data sets analyzed in this study, one may conclude that magnitude scaling procedures do only tend to produce logarithm ic interval scales and category-rating methods do only lend to produce interval scales, but by no means can we be certain that this is so in general. Subjects seem to have an a priori predilection for either one o f the two types o f methods and for the " ratio" or " difference" logic characteristic for these methods, respectively. In psycholog ical scaling research the distinction between ratio-based and difference-(or similarity) based scales has proved to be a very useful one (M arks, 1974) , and this distinction may in fact be deduced from axiom atic assum ption (Wegener, 1982a) . Unlike indirectly assessed scales, however, which have validity by defini tion (Luce and Edw ards, 1958) , it is uncertain which o f the two types o f scales that we encounter with direct scaling methods. Difference in instructions does not guarantee differences in results. At this point we can only speculate about whether the resistance of certain individuals to judge according to specific instructions is caused by innate factors, obstrusiveness, or habit.
The other conclusion to be drawn from the finding of interindi vidual variation in types o f produced scales is concerned with the effects this variation has on d ata analysis. In the present form, this problem has not been considered in the scaling literature before, since a certain scaling method used for assessing indicators is usually believed to yield a specific level of measure-ment hom o geneously for all involved subjects or aggregate pseudosubjects. The present research demonstrates-for magnitude measurementthat this belief is unwarranted and that, moreover, suboptim ality in scale quality distorts the quality o f substantive model estim a tion. On these grounds, it is conjectured here that the analyses of dircct sensory or social judgm ent scales, or systems o f such scales, lead to artifactual results unless the levels of measurement appropriate for these analyses are secured. As long as we are deprived o f the knowledge of what are the characteristics a person must have in order to respond to a direct scaling task properly (i.e., to produce the required level o f measurement), individual tests for his or her scale properties should be provided by follow ing the procedures applied in this article.
In this respect it is im portant to note that in m ultivariate analyses of sensory or social response scales, insufficient levels of measurement may am ount to errors o f specification, detectable only by determining the measurement theoretical properties of these scales. Linearity in structural equations is based on interval scales, or on logarithm ic interval scales inasmuch as the general psychophysical judgm ent model is applied. If linearity is assum ed, contrary to this requirement, the respective model is misspecified, since its relations m ay not be linear at all. Such a m isspecification may yield poor fit of ihe model, or high measurement error, or both. In either case it is unknown whether these are substantial results or whether they are due to inappropriate properties of the scales under study.
These words of caution allude to both category-rating and m agnitude estim ation scales. This study, however, was able to dem onstrate the detrimental effects o f suboptim al scale proper ties only with regard to the latter. Due to the uncertain nature of internal judgm ental relations and contextual dependencies o f Lhe category scale, it is not possible to establish a general judgm ent model for category scales that parallels the magnitude model and with reference to which equivalent effects could be studied. Reflecting on the question o f which mode of direct scaling should be used for specific purposes, one should therefore consider this asymmetry in the level of theorizing with regard to the two methods. Since the results o f the measurement theoretical ana lyses put forth in this article are in som e respects discouraging (in that not all respondents seem to be equally capable of handling either or both methods adequately), it is of special importance to control for resulting defects when using judgm ent scales in socio logical exploration. Category-rating scales do not provide for that possibility. This disadvantage may well outweigh the benefits that the relatively effortless application o f category-rating m ethods offer in com parison with magnitude estimation and multimodality matching techniques.7 NOTES 1. 11 is important to distinguish subjective "ratios "from mathematical ratios since it is empirically uncertain whether the numbers a subject produces in a magniLude estimation task preserve Lhe respective subjective "ratios" or not. Ratios, therefore, should be distinguished from " ratios." This is done in Lhe present text only, however, when the distinction is unclear otherwise.
2, Factor analyses are based on mtercorrelations of (6 indexes that result from the complete tests of the measurement theoretical models. Following is the varimax rotated groups in a 2-by-3 design, however, and employing L IS R E L 's multiple group oplion, it can be shown that the variability of the judgm ent functions (A-parameters) is greater between the 6 resulting groups than within each group, while the parameters of the structural m odeis(0) vary more within than between groups. These results, which cannot be dealt with in detail here, suggest that aggregation of scale values should be restricted to those respondents belonging to specific socioeconomic groups and who exhibit similar judgment functions. 7 .
It should be noted, however, that progress has been made in recent years toward an easily manageable implementation of bimodal magnitude techniques in interviewing (with number and line responses) such lhat, in comparison with category scaling, differences in terms of lime and training have diminished greatly. For details of these procedures sec Lodge (1981) and Wegener (1978 Wegener ( , 1980 Wegener ( , 1982b .
